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Mr. Speaker, I AM FULLY VACCINATED.  

The Grace and Peace of Our Lord n Saviour, Jesus Christ, the  

Love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, Be with  

Each and every One of us.  

Sir, I stand here to today with much tremendous gratitude,  

same as I did, some four years ago when I was first appointed  

Minister of Education. I’m grateful that day, 52 years ago, I  

marched up the aisle in the old Balmoral Beach Hotel, along  

with Sean McWeeney, Paul Major, Bishop Walter Hanchell  

and Msgr Alfred Culmer, among others, to receive my high  

school diploma.  

In that audience, sat my late Mother, who on that same day,  

celebrated her 39 Mother.  

Today, she would have been 91 years. I honour her memory  

and the spiritual guidance she continues to provide. I am 

grateful for the many and varied experiences that I have  had 

as Minister and MP, particularly seeing the smiling faces  of 

the littlest darlings of our nation when they engage in the  
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classroom instructions, and beam when they have learnt  

something new.   

That, Mr. Speaker, is the symbol of HOPE for our 

Bahamas. I could not have made this journey without the 

guidance of  THE ALMIGHTY, THE OMNIPOTENT 

ONE. My life is grounded in the ethic similar to the 

greeting hymn of St Paul  to the church at Ephesus, found in 

the first chapter of epistle, Ephesians, which states:   

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who  

hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places  

in Christ:  

According as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation  

of the world, that we should be holy and without blame before  

him in love:  

Having predestined us unto the adoption of children by  Jesus 

Christ to himself, according to the good pleasure of his  will,  

To the praise of the glory of his grace, wherein he hath made  

us accepted in the beloved. 
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In whom we have redemption through his blood, the  



forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace; 

Wherein he hath abounded toward us in all wisdom and  

prudence.  

Having made known unto us the mystery of his will,  

according to his good pleasure which he hath purposed in  

himself:  

In addition, to His guidance, he surrounded me with a loving  

and supportive family, particularly my patient and  

understanding wife, Michelle Mitchell-Lloyd, who has stood  

with me one hundred percent as I served and continue to  

serve. My children: Aisha, Kendra, Shiva, Shakti and Sanjay, 

who have never wavered in their love on this journey.  I thank 

God for the added blessings he has given me in my  

Grandchildren – Alvante, Alexiou, Alex, Andreas, Drew,  

Shamar, MJ, August.  

I thank HIM always for my Siblings - Charles, Rodney, my  

sister, Christina, cousins like siblings, Yvonne, Daphne,  

Deborah, Juppy, Sheba, Adrianne, Francis, and their families 

who cheer for me in this mission to provide quality education  

to the citizens of The Bahamas.   



I am ever grateful to the magnificent electors of South Beach,  

who graciously placed their confidence in me and chose me  

to serve them these past four years. I have been the recipient  

of their bountiful charity, welcome, hospitality and gracious  

regard that exceeds my greatest deserving, Mr. Speaker.   

I give thanks to my dedicated South Beach Team  

comprising of Dr. Elizabeth Darville, and the Associations  

executive Team, led by Chairman Shirley, Lindsay, Verdell,  

Sherry, Adrianne, Joyanne, Derek, Luther, Matice, Viola,  

Raquel, Dominique, Sharon, Cassandra, Sherelyn, Terry, 

Viola, Marvin, Cyril and my dedicated office staff Raquel  

Woodside and Jacques Renard.   

Mr. Speaker everyone who started this journey with us didn’t  

complete it but gave their all while they were here. I speak  of 

none other than Mr. Tony Albury, a friend, mentor, and  

advisor lost to the COVID Pandemic. May his soul rest in  

peace. 
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Whatever work I’ve done in government would not have 

been  possible without the generosity and confidence of the 



people  of South Beach. I promised them that I would be 

available,  and I have done that. Each and every Thursday, 

from day  one, that I have been in town, I’ve been in my 

constituency  Office, hearing and addressing the hopes, 

dreams and  concerns of our people. I have never left until the 

last person  is seen.  

Each and every week, from day one, I have walked about,  

visiting our neighbourhoods, and chatting with residents. 

from day one.  

I promised a massive clean-up of the community, beginning  

with derelict vehicles. To date, we have moved over 800 such  

vehicles from the south beach community, free of charge. We  

have cleaned lots, kept roadsides clean. Many persons have  

come for help with rent, utilities, school fees, medical, dental  

and vision issues, funeral expenses and a myriad of others  

matters. To the extent, we have helped scores and scores.  

Many times, people have come from other constituencies,  

especially on matters related to education.  

In the last year, during the pandemic, with so many persons  

not working, Sir, we have given out hundreds of vouchers ,  



food parcels and vegetables, totally over $70k. We met an  

unfinished Park in Faith Gardens, which now being  

completed, and should be done by the end of this calendar  

year.   

Each year, we have honoured mothers and fathers, and  

provided school materials for the students of the area. This 

past year, we have distributed from our own funds hundreds  

of tablets and devices and have helped many homes who  

didn’t have internet. Of course, we could not do this alone. 

I’m  grateful to the many workers, Mr. Speaker, I am a proud 

product of Kemp Road. I was not born with the proverbial 

silver spoon in my mouth. My  successes are due largely to 

love and investment made in me  by paternal Grandmother, 

Leta, Parents –Stanford and Eltoy,  the Elders of the Kemp 

Road Community, and the many.  
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I was the first in my family to attain and accomplish many  

things: a high school diploma, college degree and other  

achievements. I want all the boys and girls who reside in  

Kemp Road to know that through God, education, and a 



spirit  of self-determination, they too can achieve their 

dreams. I  want them to know, that good can indeed come out 

of Kemp  Road.   

I want every boy and girl within The Commonwealth of The  

Bahamas to someday tell their story of where they were born  

and how they made something of themselves. I want  

especially for the people of South Beach and Kemp Road and  

the many what are deemed ‘over the hill’ neighbourhoods to  

feel proud of their respective communities. I trust that my  

colleague Minister colleague minister and MP, for Freetown,  

would make available to schools and community centres in  

Freetown, the book, written by Mrs. Phillipa Taylor (an  

upstanding product of Kemp Road), entitled, “A Walk-

Through Kemp Road” which heralds great women and men  

who have emerged from that area and their contributions to  
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the development of The Bahamas. I hope that there will be  

many more books written about other great Bahamians by the  

people who know from where they came.  



Mr. Speaker: I express deep gratitude to Dr, The Most Hon.  

Hubert A. Minnis, Prime Minister of The Bahamas, who  

himself also rose from humble beginnings to become a  

renowned medical doctor in the region and leader of our great  

nation. I thank him for the confidence he placed in me to  

serve in his Cabinet as a Minister, with responsibility for  

Education.   

Mr. Speaker, permit me also to express gratitude to the  

hardworking executive management team at the Ministry of  

Education led by the Permanent Secretary, Mrs. Lorraine  

Armbrister; Director of Education, Mr. Marcellus Taylor;  

Under Secretary, Ms. Serethea Clarke; Financial Controller,  

Mrs. Marie Darling; Deputy Directors of Education, Ms.  

Sharon Poitier and Mr. Julian Anderson and Deputy  

Permanent Secretaries, Mr. Donovan Turnquest and Ms.  

 

Dawn Culmer; and the dedicated, selfless core of professional  

team leaders, administrators, staff, collaborators,  

stakeholders, parents. Time would not allow me to sing the  

praises of this group of outstanding public servants who over  



the past four years have navigated the choppy seas of  

education but never became weary in their mission to awaken  

the innate potential of the 71,000 students across The  

Bahamas who depended on them and their sacrifices. I am  

fortunate to have them by my side working with me to ensure  

that despite two of the most devastating catastrophes in the  

history of The Bahamas – Hurricane Dorian and the COVID - 

19 – and despite having to adapt on the fly, our educational  

delivery was never derailed; never defeated.  

They singularly, and collectively did their part to save lives  

and restore hope. When the history of education in The  

Bahamas is updated, I trust that it reflects the service and  

commitment of these officers and also serves as a template  

for leading in the midst of crises. Finally, I thank each  

employee of the Ministry and Department of Education who  
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played their part in the delivery of quality and equitable  

education for all in our country.  

Mr. Speaker, every human being is born with a purpose  



to impact the world in some way. From conception, each is  

destined for positions of mass influence, purposed to  

influence one soul at a time. I accepted the responsibility of  

leading the charge to revamp the Bahamian education system  

which at the time was failing to equip our students to  

navigate the blessed opportunities of a dynamic, evolving,  

21st century universe.  

I viewed the appointment as my divine duty and privilege to  

lead strategic efforts in fostering an education system in  

which students unshackle their God given abilities and offer  

their refined treasures in service to a waiting world.   

Mr. Speaker, from the onset, enshrined in this government’s  

philosophy of education was the need to address challenges  

in the country’s education system identified by the 2016 

National Development Plan Secretariat. These included: A  

National Skills Deficit; Sub-standard numeracy, literacy, 

and  oracy levels; Lack of Inclusiveness in the society AND 

in  education; A Glaring Deficit of equity in access in 

education,  and Unemployment.   



The Free National Movement’s 2017 Manifesto stated that  

this Party recognized and accepted that the progressive and  

sustainable economic development of The Bahamas rests  

entirely upon the proper education and training of its people.  

The Committee on the Rights of the Child explains that  

education’s “goal is to empower the child by developing his  

or her skills, learning and other capacities, human dignity,  

self-esteem and self-confidence. Education goes far beyond  

formal schooling to embrace the broad range of life  

experiences and learning processes which enable children,  

individually and collectively, to develop their personalities,  

talents and abilities and to live a full and satisfying life within  

society”.  

Mr. Speaker, upon assuming office in 2017, the data revealed  

that at every assessment level, and at the point of exiting  

school, too many of our students were failing to meet basic  

requirements of knowledge and skill. This was coupled with  

the fact that educational methods were outdated.  

Consequently, these paramount concerns essentially  

shaped my Ministry’s priority agenda; and the record shows  



that we have made substantial advances toward our goals,  

even in the face of adversity.   

The Government’s ambitious agenda for education is  

clearly articulated in the FNM’s 2017 Manifesto on  

Education and in my maiden address to this Parliament.  

There were many things WE COMMITTED TO DO, HAVE  

DONE AND ARE ON COURSE-TO-COURSE COMPLETE  

PRIOR COMPLETION TO THE END OF ON THIS  

MINNIS ADMINSTRATION’S FIRST TERM OF THE  

MINNIS ADMINSTRATION in revamping the  Bahamian 

education system.  
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We did not make ambiguous, inconsequential, and 

empty  promises like the party opposite who are famous for  

overpromising and under-delivering to the Bahamian people.  

Nowhere in our Manifesto did we rush out of the gate with  

superfluous statements such as, “10,000 JOBS IN THE  

FIRST 100 DAYS or “DOUBLE THE INVESTMENT IN  

EDUCATION”, or “We have the answer to Crime”.  



Being an educator myself, and having worked closely with  

the system intermittently these past forty years, firstly as a  

private school Teacher, founder of the YEAST Institute, a   

collaborative effort between the Ministries of youth and  

Education and the Catholic Church, and later the Leadership  

Development Institute, I knew the problems of education, and  

some of the remedies needed to fulfil the aspirations of our  

people, and the demands of a dynamically evolving 21st  

century world.  

The FNM’s education agenda comprised of four essential  

principles, namely that:  

 1. All must know of the crucial and significance of  

education as a tool for national development. We have done  

that over and repeatedly. Every chance I've had, I've 

reminded  our people that education is everyone’s business, 

and it is  critical to the social and economic advancement of 

this  nation.  

 2. We will create stimulating and enhanced learning  

environments throughout the school system. We have done  

that and getting even better.  



 3. Learning never stops  

 4. Students have a right through education to become all  

that they can be.  

In each of these noble aspirations, Mr. Speaker, the FNM, the  

MOE is succeeding.  

The unprecedented events of 2019 Hurricane Dorian, and  

the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic, though calamitous in  
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nature, did not abort the Ministry’s mission to provide an  

inclusive, quality education for all. The unfortunate events  

undoubtedly caused delays in some instances, but through the  

ingenuity of our teams at the Ministry and Department of  

Education, and collaboration with education stakeholders, the  

Ministry’s agenda was successfully carried out.   

Built upon those core principles, the MOE embarked on  

a zealous pursuit of Five Crucial objectives:   

1. The Continuous Training and Development of Our  

Teachers and Educational Professionals.  

Mr. Speaker, at the heart of the educational experience;  



at the core of its very existence is One Person: The Teacher. 

Or as I like to say, the Educator. He//She has evolved over  

the decades to be what I call an OMNI-Professional – Having  

to be many things to His/Her Students. When I joined the  

Teaching Profession 47 years ago, my primary role was that  

of an instructor. Not so anymore.  

We are called to create exciting learning environments that  

include active, relevant learning experiences that incorporate 

cooperative learning, student choice, and skills taught in a  

meaningful context. Teaching has moved from a teacher 

centred approach to a student-centred approach, and our  

Teachers have moved along quite nicely. Their development  

is about their future, and the indispensable role they play in  

the influential educational process.  

Today, there is no factor in the educational process more  

important than Teachers. There is no education, no  

educational system, without them. Throughout my term in  

Office, I could not be prouder of their ingenuity,  creativity, 

dedication, innovation and support. This pandemic,  if nothing 

else, proved that. Their ongoing development is the  



Ministry’s central objective. Nowhere was that more  

important and vital than in the past 15months through this  

pandemic, when, because of the need to teach virtually,  

Teachers had to learn new or upgrade their skills in  

technology.   

In addition to the training provided by the Ministry,  

through webinars, courses and otherwise, I am especially 

proud of what I term the Peering Concept, where Teachers  

more skilled in technology, partnered with one who was not,  

and supported their eventual proficiency in the teaching  

process. This is most inspiring. The Ministry aims to ensure  

that teachers and curriculum officers are aware of and utilize  

best practice strategies. Accordingly, our teachers have been  

provided with opportunities for re-tooling by means of  

professional development sessions both face to face and  

remotely.  

Professional development is an essential component in  

achieving an inclusive education. The Global Education  

Monitoring Report deduces that, “In inclusive education, all  

teachers should be prepared to teach all students.”  



It further reports that “teachers, teaching materials and  

learning environments often ignore the benefits of embracing  

diversity. Some 25% of teachers in 48 education systems  

report a high need for professional development in teaching  

students with special needs.”   

The stark reality is that many students with special needs  

go undiagnosed. It is for this reason that such workshops are  

available for all teachers to take advantage of.   

Between 2017 and 2019, preschool, primary, and high  

school teachers engaged in dynamic in-service workshop  

sessions. As the anomalous events of 2020 called for major  

adjustments, the Ministry hosted its first ever virtual teachers’  

conference in August, which offered 175 best practice  

sessions, to support and enhance teachers’ skills amidst the  

COVID-19 pandemic.  

This 202/21 school year began with the Administrator's  

Conclave in August where over 300 school administrators  

participated in 23 workshops preparing them for leadership in  

the new normal. Covering topics such as:   

- Disaster preparedness  



- Timetabling  

- Effective monitoring Practices  

- Digital Record Keeping  

- Implementing Blended Learning  
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Teachers also attended our first Virtual Teacher  

Conference in September where over 2500 teachers  

participated in over 45 sessions. Topics included: - 

Displaying a Spirit of Resilience  

- Understanding Psychosocial Emotional Needs of Students - 

Best Practices to enhance Teaching and Learning across the  

3 Models  

- Strategies for Working Remotely  

- Learning Management System Training   

- A variety of subject specific sessions focusing on  

maintaining and enhancing the delivery of quality instruction  

through technology  

Between January and February 2021over 2600 teachers  

and administrators participated in a series of training sessions  

for teachers and administrators on the use of the LMS and  



EMIS systems.  

Additionally, since the start of the new school year,  

teachers and administrators had the opportunity to book  

private one on one sessions with a facilitator where they  

were provided with personalised training specific to the LMS  

and EMIS. Over 600 persons took advantage of this  

opportunity.  

A session for parents was also held, recorded, and 

posted  to the MOE website in January 2021. Today this 

recording  has 4,005 views.  

Kindly note that there were numerous additional sessions  

specifically on the EMIS for School System Administrators  

conducted by ADE Sinclair. There were also training sessions  

organised by the Mabel Walker Professional Development  

Institute for clerical staff this Spring. Over 150 persons  

participated. It is also important to note that many school-

based training was conducted.  

Since the start of this new school year, over 20,000  

indigenous digital resources have been created and shared by  

teachers. These resources include video recordings,  



PowerPoints, content notes, digital worksheets and interactive  

activities and games. Additionally, 250 teachers were trained  

through a BTVI/MOE partnership 
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The future of education, Mr. Speaker is the future of  

Teaching and Teachers, and it’s our fundamental purpose 

to  ensure that they receive the vital training they need and  

deserve.  

CAREER PATH FOR TEACHERS   

The advancement of our teachers is of paramount importance  

to the Ministry, as we are cognizant that their advancement  

affects the growth of our students. To this end, the Career  

Path Section seeks to improve teacher morale, recognize and  

reward excellence among teachers within the public school  

system and improve the quality of teaching and the standard  

of education in the country. After several years of abeyance,  

in 2019, the section began preparing for a new assessment  

cycle to facilitate the promotion of eligible teachers within  

our system.   

In 2020, the Career Path Section offices reopened, the  



handbook was revised, and in 2021, lead assessors were  

identified to begin training of assistant assessors, school  

administrators and teachers for promotional assessment. Our  

senior and master teachers that serve within our schools have  

been supported through virtual meetings and workshops to  

prepare them to conduct relevant educational research. Soon,  

teachers who have been teaching for ten years or more with  

an outstanding performance record will have the opportunity  

to apply for the posts of Senior and Master Teacher so that  

their talents can be further utilized as their professional  

growth is facilitated.   

During the upcoming fiscal period, the Career Path  

Section seeks funding to begin the seventh assessment  

exercise of the Career Path for teachers in the amount of one  

hundred thirty-six thousand, two hundred dollars ($136,  

200.00) This funding will be used to facilitate engagement of  

lead assessors and materials required to begin the assessment  

process.  

2. CURRICULUM:  
 



Mr. Speaker, the second critical objective was   

Curriculum reform. There had not been a holistic revision of  

the Bahamian curriculum in decades. Not since 1982, some  

40 years ago, has the public education system undergone a  

system-wide revision of its curriculum. Yes, there were ad 

hoc adjustments here and there; But not until this  

administration, under the leadership of DDE Sharon Poitier,  

has there been a complete revision of the Bahamas public  

education curriculum; with a now established 5-yr cyclical  

review in place, even though there will be ongoing episodic  

assessments and adjustments made, as necessary.   

Teachers need something to teach, which students need  

to learn. The revision of the curriculum was a central  FNM’s 

promise. We are committed to a future that Bahamian  

children deserve and demand; and our curriculum must keep  

pace with their evolving interests - in their national and  

global history, geography, potential, and context of their own  

homeland.  
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The Officers in the Curriculum Division are to be  

commended for the work they have done in breathing new  

life into the Curriculum. Each subject officer headed teams  

of teachers comprising public and private school educators,   

who met consistently to discuss, update, and make relevant to  

students, each subject area and bring them in line with 21st  

Century Teaching.  

The school curricula extend beyond classroom walls, and in  

fact, has a significant role in shaping society. This fact  

inspired the curriculum division to take aggressive steps in  

the reform of MOE’s curriculum over the past few years.   

In 2019, the Curriculum Division launched its first ever  

curriculum officers’ conclave, engaging education  

stakeholders in constructive dialogue to enhance and  

modernize our national curriculum to meet the demands of  

today’s youth. The goal was to ensure ongoing curriculum  

revision. Consequently, a five-year curriculum development  

cycle was developed to regulate the systematic development,  

design and revision of the national curriculum. To date, seven  

curricular guides have been launched, with eleven more  



expected in August of this year. Meanwhile twenty-six others  

are in motion to be launched by the end of 2022.  

Hurricane Dorian nor the pandemic could not stop our  

curriculum officers from finding ways to continue the  

education of our children. The Curriculum Teams did  

everything humanly possible to reach our students across The  

Bahamas. The power of innovation kicked in and curriculum  

officers in conjunction with district superintendents and  

teachers, developed national pacing guides for all grade  

levels for all subjects which outlined both the topics to be  

taught in a given term and the timeline for the content to be  

mastered. Essentially, these guides standardized instruction  

for our students.   

Mr. Speaker, in addition to the pacing guides, the  2020/2021 

school year saw the full launch of the Department  of 

Education’s Virtual Learning platform, and under the  

supervision of curriculum officers, teachers got to work on  

creating instructional kits using the pacing guides as a  

compass. Subsequently, these kits were uploaded to the  

Learning Management System (LMS) for use by teachers  



across the archipelago. Mr. Speaker, not forgetting those  

students who had issues surrounding connectivity, hard copy  

kits were produced to assist students during the virtual period  

of instruction.  

To date, 2,000 digital kits were uploaded to the LMS for  

the benefit of all our teachers and students all over The  

Bahamas; and 3,000 hard copy learning packets were  

prepared and distributed to schools as needed.  

Mr. Speaker, all of the credit for this accomplishment  

must be extended to Director Taylor, Deputy Director Sharon  

Poitier and the Curriculum Officers who were given the  

opportunity to make their contribution in education. This  

freedom to operate brought out the best in them. Our  

students and our nation are greatest benefactors of their  

creativity. Mr. Speaker, I highlight because, when I first  

came to the Ministry, there was an expectation that the  

Minister will tell us what to do. On the contrary, they told  
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me what needed to be done and how it should be done and  

my only advice to them was “GET IT DONE” AND THEY  



DID IT. As Minister’s we must not be Pharaohs, WE MUST  

LET OUR PEOPLE DO WHAT THEY BEST WHAT THEY  

DO BEST.  

3. TECHNOLOGY  

Mr. Speaker, arguably, the most significant promise  

made and delivered by this administration is the digitization  

of the education system of the Bahamas. No student can have  

a secure future, no educational system can diligently deliver  

its educational product in this 231st century without a potent,  

constructive application of technology at all levels. Upon  

coming to Office in 2017, the Ministry of Education was too  

dependent on an archaic, manual, and lethargically defective  

system.  

In the decades prior to 2017, the Ministry had made  several 

staccato efforts to infuse technology into the teaching  and 

learning process, at astronomical costs of tens of millions  

of dollars, almost all of it a failure, thus imperilling the  

undeveloped potential of tens of thousands of Bahamian  

students.  



Previous PLP Administrations secured loans from the  

Inter-American Development Bank to achieve this goal. What  

materialized however was a large- scale uncoordinated effort  

and a huge waste of resources.   

SCHOOLS RECEIVED COMPUTERS THAT COULD  

NOT BE TURNED ON BECAUSE THERE WAS  

INADEQUATE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY, INCONSISTENT  

OR IN MOST CASES NO INTERNET FACILITY, E 

LEARNING PLATFORM, AN INADEQUATE  

MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME, INSUFFICIENT  

MANPOWER TO IMPLEMENT OR SUSTAIN THE  

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS INVESTED IN TECHNOGY.  

Items were stockpiled in warehouses and corridors rather than  

being distributed to our schools.   

Shortly before we assumed Office in 2017, there was a  

mad dash to distribute antiquated computers and industrial  

printers in schools for appearance’s sake. What could not be  

used were eventually dumped, including thousands of dollars  

of outdated ink. A rusty, unused satellite the Ministry of  

Education bought to facilitate the Bahamas Learning Channel  



Broadcast, was one of the last vestiges of the PLP’s  

mismanagement of millions of technology dollars,  

As I stated earlier, Mr. Speaker, this government’s  

mandate was to expand Information Technology:   

To ensure that each school was a “smart school”- 

fully computerized.   

To fully integrate and utilize the latest technology in  

all schools throughout the country to facilitate distance  

learning.   

To enable all students, deprived of specialist  

teachers in math, science, and other subjects, to benefit from  

lectures and tutorials in real-time; and  

To provide everyone in education cyber access to  
the world’s libraries, materials, and methodologies. 
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The fruitful management of today’s educational enterprise  

demands a digital process that produces student-centred  

learning outcomes, based on the timely availability of data.  

Only technology can do that for us today.  

Thus, true to our promise, In September of 2018, the  



Ministry of Education commenced a $17 million technology  

upgrade of its 172 schools and 60 satellite offices, thus  

beginning the mammoth task of connecting all campuses and  

bldgs. with fibre optic cables and robust wi-fi capability.   

The tumultuous events brought on by Hurricane Dorian  

and COVID-19, though destructive in nature, served as  

accelerators of the technology upgrade.   

Amid a financially strained economy induced by  

Hurricane Dorian and the global pandemic, there were  

setbacks during the execution of these initiatives; however,  

through resilience and determination we soldiered on.   

This indomitable spirit led, eventually, to the launch on  

September 1st, 2019, to the country’s first VIRTUAL  

SCHOOL, designed primarily to assist students in the remote  
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Family Islands who had suffered perennial teacher shortages  

in critical subject areas.   

Concurrently, the Department of Education implemented  

a plan to consolidate its scarce resources through the  

amalgamation of schools. Commencing this process  



increased the chances of providing a more equitable  

education across the education system with more students  

being exposed to quality teaching. This also meant a  

reduction in operational costs, especially as it relates to the  

maintenance and upkeep of the physical plant. To date Mr.  

Speaker, 13 SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN AMALGAMATED.   

Mr. Speaker, prior to Hurricane Dorian, the notion for  

many students of learning virtually may have been farfetched. 

In retrospect, I can say the virtual concept was  divinely set 

up; and it was indeed preparation for what was to  come. For 

within one day after its launch, Hurricane Dorian  made its 

ruthless entrance. Students from Abaco and Grand  Bahama, 

whose lives were mercilessly unhinged by the  storm, 

continued their learning through the virtual school.  

Little did we know that within six months of the VS  

launch, there would be part two of an unimaginable saga.  

COVID-19 forced the shutdown of school buildings across  

the country. However, guided by the motto, “Safety First,  

Education Always”, the Department of Education  

immediately devised a plan, in collaboration with education  



stakeholders from the public and private sectors, to ensure  

the continuity of quality learning for all amidst a pandemic.   

Thus, the virtual school, which originally tutored 500+  

students, then Dorian affected 1800 students, was now called  

upon to deal with some 48,000 students.   

Mr. Speaker, am I saying we reached every child? No, 

we  have not, but that has been our aim from day one, and as I  

present today, you will see that we continue to do everything  

within our power to reach the unreached.   

During the 2019-2020 school - year all students  across 

the country had to resort to virtual instruction due to  the 

COVID- 19 pandemic. This platform was expanded to  

accommodate students in the public and private schools.  

Thankfully, this expansion was supported by the partnership  

of One on One, BTC, Cable Bahamas, and Aliv.  

 In mid-2020, One on One, a BTC affiliate, was  engaged 

to provide an interim Learning Management System  (LMS) 

to connect students and teachers virtually due to the  

onslaught of COVID-19.  

In 2020, Cable Bahamas Channels 295 & 296 were  

used to broadcast MOE’s curriculum content to aid in the  



teaching and learning process of our students.  

In October 2020 the bandwidth to the network was  

increased from 3G to 10G to accommodate all users.  

Additionally, all schools received an increase in bandwidth.   

In 2020 we engaged Cloud Carib in an Active  

Directory (AD) to help organize the user and computers on  

the network.   

In March of 2021, the Virtual School moved from  

the facilities at the Learning Resources Section (LRS) to the  

Mable Walker Professional Development Institute to  

accommodate more teachers.  

Moreover, in April of 2021, the Ministry of Education  

signed a contract with Cable Bahamas to facilitate fibre  

redundancy and diversity in the Nassau and Freeport Data  

Centres, so that an establishment may remain online even if  

the primary internet network goes down. It offers a  

substantial backup plan so that the establishment can continue  

operating online even with an internet failure. Mr. Speaker, as  

you can see the Ministry of Education is adopting a proactive  

approach in facilitating the process of education as we make  

every effort to minimize interruptions to that process.  



Today’s 21st century universe is a digital culture,  

surrounding today’s learners and educators. It has afforded  

the Ministry of Education the ability to redefine and enhance  

teaching and learning environments with the utilization of  

tools such as the internet, learning management systems  

(LMS), video conferencing, and mobile devices.  

The aim is to increase digital communications, the use of  

ICTs in all schools and to use ICTs as tools to help teachers  

create more 'learner-centric’ learning environments for all  

students. As a result of this administration’s investment in  

Education, we are no longer swimming in paper. Access to all  

necessary and vital data, whether of students or educators, is  

now at the click of a button, and we well on our way to 

realizing tremendous savings from a reduction in purchasing  

filing cabinets, paper, and other items associated with manual  

record-keeping.  

I am proud to announce today, Mr. Speaker, that through  

the dogged focus and effort in digitizing this education  

system, the future for our students is secured. To date, one  

hundred percent (100%) of the schools and satellite offices on  



the islands of New Providence, Eleuthera, and Grand Bahama  

have been digitized, at a cost of approximately 12 million  

dollars.   

76% of the schools and buildings on Abaco, Andros,  

Bimini, Exuma, and Long Island, are digitized, at a cost of  

$7,8m.  

The remaining islands that need to be upgraded are Cat  

Island (3 sites), Acklins (4 sites), Crooked Island (2 sites),  

Mayguana (1 site), San Salvador (2 sites), Rum Cay (1 site),  

and Inagua, totalling 14 sites for $2,5m. Another site is  

anticipated after construction of another school on Ragged  

Island.  

Educations Digital Revolution was not only about laying  

down a physical infrastructure. It necessarily included  

supplies, equipment and eventually programming.  

Simultaneous with the laying of fibre optic cables and  

installation of access points, the Ministry of Education  

piloted a tablet initiative in government preschools to provide  

differentiated instruction and individualized learning. This  

has also allowed a holistic approach to learning that provides  



an effective strategy to meet the needs of all children from  

the challenged to the exceptional learner.  

Though we began with ten schools initially, I am proud,  

Mr. Speaker, to report that some 28k students, from Pre-K to  

Grade 6, have been supplied with an Amazon Fire 7 tablet. I  

am further delighted to report that each primary school  

teacher has been supplied with a laptop and projector to  

facilitate the teaching and learning process. Of course, we did  

not do this alone. We had the help of corporate Bahamas who  

assisted us. We thank and applaud corporate Bahamas for the  

generous donations.  

As the MOE was buffeted by the pandemic, it became  

apparent to us that thousands of students were without a  

device or internet or both. Many of these were students on  

our lunch program, with disabilities, from racial and ethnic  

minorities, otherwise from low-income families. Naturally,  

without these implements, and with the educational process  

completely virtual at this point, the formal educational  

experience for these disaffected students would have ceased.  

Thankfully, through the vision, passion, and dedication of  



corporate citizens, such as leno Bahamas in partnership with  

the ministry, devices and internet services were distributed to  

thousands of public and private school students.   

To date, I’m proud to report that some 47,000 of the  54,000 

public school students have been given a device. It is  

expected that the remaining students would be supplied either 

through their own resources as the economy improves and  

their parents/guardians return to work or be supplied by the  

ministry of education where the absolute need exists.  

Meanwhile, it is also important to note that these devices  

were given to students as a one-time offer to assist in their  

schooling. Another thing to note, that it was all done in the  

open, and very soon, the Ministry and Leno will publicly  

thank each donor in the Leno Learning-Link Tablet Donation  

Programme.  

4. Our fourth critical initiative was the attainment  of 

Universal Pre-Primary Education by 2025- for all  

children between the ages of three to five years in The  

Bahamas.   



In the last Bahamas census, it was identified that there were  

some 12, 300 children between the ages of 3 and 5 yrs. Of  

that number, records show that only about 5,000 were  

enrolled in any pre-school program. And of that 5000, only  

1700+ were registered in a government pre-school. 

Mr. Speaker, it is a well-established fact, supported by studies  

from all over the world, including those recorded in  

publications by the Inter-American Bank, that the first five  

years of a child’s life is the most decisive experience of its  

human life. According to the United Nations Educational,  

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO):  

“Early childhood care and education (ECCE) is more than  

preparation for primary school. It aims at the holistic  

development of a child’s social, emotional, cognitive, and  

physical needs in order to build a solid and broad foundation  

for lifelong learning and wellbeing.   

In its landmark 2015 publication, entitled the Early Years,  

The Inter-American Development Bank noted that: “ 

Spending on effective programs for young children is  not 

charity. It is an investment that, if done well, will have  very 



high returns. And it is an investment that, if not  made, will 

lower the returns to the substantial investments  being made 

in education for school-aged children throughout  the region.  

 

An investment in a well-crafted government program, using  

the tools that we know today to be highly effective, can  have 

a huge development impact. Early childhood  development 

programs are the foundations for successful  social 

investments over the lifetime of an individual,  especially for 

the poor. Investing more in this area is one of  the most 

effective ways governments can improve economic  

mobility.”  

This FNM government recognized that the long-term  

future of this society, in all its social, economic, and cultural  

spheres, rests almost entirely with how the investment is  

made in the earliest years.  

We also knew that we did not have the space; But that 

our  children needed to be in a proper program. Thus, to 

achieve  this ambitious mark, the Ministry of Education, over 

the past  3 years, partnered with suitably qualified, NAECOB 



registered private pre-schools to enrol young students where  

no such spaces existed in the government pre-schools. We  

each school with a $2,000 per year voucher for each 

pre-schoolers enrolled.   

As of this presentation, the Ministry has distributed over  

3,400 students and their families have benefitted, enrolled in  

98 private centres at a cost of 5.3 million dollars.  

Additionally, there are approximately 1,800 students enrolled  

in government preschools on 10 islands throughout The  

Bahamas.   

Mr. Speaker, to further accentuate the government’s  

commitment to universal pre-primary education and to  

provide equity and equality in education, I also reiterate that  

in November of last year, the government through the Access  

Accelerator Small Business Development Centre (SBDC),  

presented monetary grants of over One million dollars to  

qualified pre-school owners so that they could enhance or  

expand their campuses. The purpose was to increase the  

number of privately-owned pre-schools, moving the  

government closer toward its goal of universal pre-school  



education. 

There can be no better guarantor of a successful future  

for our young children that getting an early start on their  

formal educational training. This FNM Govt committed it;  

This FNM Govt is delivering it. Because it’s about their 

and  our future  

The Govt has also identified five other islands where  

qualified operators may be able to lease land for the  

construction or expansion of a pre-school, receive a $25,000  

grant as well as secure concessions and tax breaks on the  

construction materials. This is about securing the future of the  

Bahamas and its citizens and residents.  

SPECIAL EDUCATION  

Mr. Speaker, reiterating a part of the government’s  

philosophy to create and maintain inclusiveness in education,  

MOE’s Special Services Unit’s mandate is to make available  

equitable and effective support and intervention services that  

elevate the educational, social, emotional, psychological,  

spiritual needs of students and all persons in the education 



system. This is accomplished by ensuring that all students in  

The Bahamas have equal access to the services and support;  

by facilitating student learning and development by  

implementing holistic programmes whereby students can  

benefit from the educational system through adaptation and  

modification of curricula in an inclusive environment.  

To this end, during the 2017/2018 academic year,  

programmes to assist students with special needs were  

launched at the A.F. Adderley Junior High and Doris Johnson  

Senior High Schools. A vocational unit was established at  

Doris Johnson Senior High for students ages 16 -19 years, to  

assist them in developing functional skills for the world of  

work. Subsequently, the programme at A.F. Adderley Junior  

High was established to provide educational support to  

adolescent youth transitioning into junior high.  Meantime, 

the Special Services Unit continued to expand the  following 

programmes already in place.  

• Bahamas National Screening Programme (BNSP) – for  

early identification of students needing intervention services 

• The Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) – to assist in  



students’ educational development  

• The Functional Academic Curriculum for Exceptional  

Students was introduced to provide support to students with  

special learning needs.  

• An Early Childhood Development Centre in conjunction  

with the Ministry of Social Services was established to  

support children 3 years of age.  

Additionally, Mr. Speaker, the Special Education Unit,  

administrators and teachers were a part of the Committee for  

the ‘Safe Reopening of Schools 2020’. Several modules – 

Face-to Face-Hybrid-Remote were developed for the  

continued delivery of educational opportunities for students  

with special educational needs (SEN).  

Moreover, the government’s commitment and support to  

academic excellence was demonstrated in the donation of 300  

devices for the students receiving Special Education Services  

in various schools and programmes in New Providence and  

throughout the family Islands.  



SCHOOLS MANAGEMENT   

The bizarre events of the 2019/2020 fiscal year uprooted the  

normal routine of the daily management of schools. Monster  

storm Hurricane Dorian, between September 1st and 3rd of  

2019 shattered the lives of many administrators, teachers, and  

students after its ravaging effect on the islands of Abaco and  

parts of Grand Bahama.  

DISPLACED STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 

Displaced students and teachers from Abaco and Grand  

Bahama were posted temporarily throughout schools within  

the country. Teachers were assisted with the relocation and  

rental allowances. In 2020 some of the displaced teachers  
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were returned to those islands that saw some appreciable  

recovery. However, to date, some teachers remain displaced.   

Schools Management was unable to recruit teachers from  

Cuba in 2019 and 2020 as a result of Covid -19. This created  

a void as we expected to employ about sixty specialist  



teachers annually from Cuba. However, Cuban teachers  

whose contracts expired in August 2019 and 2020 were  

granted a one-year extension.   

Every year the Ministry seeks to hire approximately 200  

teachers to replace teachers that have retired or left the  

system. This exercise engages Bahamian teachers by way of  

the University of The Bahamas; and will come at a cost of  

approximately $5 million dollars.  

PSYCHO-SOCIAL & ACADEMIC SUPPORT Mr. 

Speaker, my ministry seeks to provide ongoing support  to 

students, parents and teachers as they navigate through 

another unorthodox year. Throughout this school year, a  

number of initiatives were put in place to meet these needs.  

They include:  

• Psycho-social sessions for students, parents and  

teachers  

• Established hotlines/ social media pages to assist clients • 

Hosted innovative college fair for vocational students  (710 



participants)  

• Engaged parents through town hall meetings • Established 

Star Mentoring Programme (55 students in  New 

Providence, Andros, and USA virtually)  

• Hosted debates, spelling bees, competitions, enrichment  

sessions  

HUMAN RESOURCES   

Mr. Speaker, one of the more vexing concerns of the Ministry  

is the issue surrounding its human resources. These arise  

because of delays confirmations, reclassifications and  

promotions. Additionally, the issue of Permanent n  

Pensionable. (PnP).  

Apart from retaining staff, the function of this   

department is to attract, develop, and motivate staff to  

succeed in their duties. To this end, the National Job Creation  

Skills Enhancement Programme (NJCSEP), which is  

managed by the Ministry of Public Service and National  

Insurance, requested ministries to recommend persons  



assigned to them from the programme to be appointed on  

temporary month-to-month terms. The Human Resources  

Unit has submitted a total of 78 recommendations for  

consideration. Appointment to the Permanent and  

Pensionable Establishment of Persons Appointed on  

Temporary Month to Month Terms  

As advised in the mid-year Budget Communication,  there 

are 636 General Service Workers, Teachers’ Aides,  

Security Officers, Custodial and Janitorial staff, who will be  

eligible to transition from contractual and temporary month- 
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to-month terms, to Permanent and Pensionable, provided they  

maintain acceptable performance attendance records.  The 

regularization exercise commenced in late February  2021, 

and to date 184 recommendations have been submitted  by the 

Human Resources team to the Ministry of the Public  Service 

and National Insurance. It is anticipated that by the  end of the 

2020/2021 budget year, at least 300   

recommendations would be forwarded, and the remaining  



persons would be processed in the next budget year. As the 

demand for qualified and trained teachers’  increases, the 

Ministry is pleased to report that during the  2020/2021 

budget year, approximately 110 new Trained  Teachers, 

Assistant Teachers, Craft Instructors, Teachers’  Aides and 

Guidance Counsellors were appointed. These  persons have 

all been posted to schools throughout the  country. There are 

approximately 60 additional persons to be  processed.   

Meanwhile, the 2020/2021 budget year also saw a total  

of 412 recommendations submitted to the Ministry of Public  
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Service seeking confirmation of appointments. This includes  

268 Trained Teachers, 25 Guidance Counsellors, 54 Security  

Assistants/Officers and 65 Janitorial staff members.  

Additionally, there is the issue of promotions for school  

administrators, which is an ongoing exercise being conducted  

by The Human Resources Unit due to the number of  

outstanding matters. All persons who were appointed to act  

in school administrative posts for one year to test suitability  

for substantive promotion in the 2018 exercise have been  



recommended for substantive promotion; and persons  

appointed within the 2019 exercise are currently being  

processed.   

Further, the review of the career path of Guidance  

Counsellors and Security Officers has been completed and it  

is anticipated that appropriate recommendations for the  

advancement of suitably qualified officers will commence in 

the 2021/2022 budget year. 

Another seemingly intractable issue greeted Me on day  

one of my arrival in the Ministry, that is the regularization of  

school Board and library employees.   

A Cabinet Sub-Committee was appointed to consider this  

issue, due to the fact that there were persons are working  

within the school system, many for a number of years, and  

would retire without benefits. It was agreed that these  persons 

should be regularized, a process that’s now  underway. As 

such, provisions have been allocated in the  Ministry’s 

2021/2022 Budget for this exercise. .  

Mr. Speaker, I commend the dedicated and hard-working  

staff in the Ministry’s HR Division who are saddled on a  



daily basis, with pouring over files, correcting anomalies,  

doing salary progressions, compiling ACRs and other  

mundane but critical tasks. Some of the issues they deal with  

take decades to settle. Some employees go on to their  

heavenly reward or retire and that their cases are not  

resolved. A CHANGE IS UNDERWAY. 

We have spent the past four years, resolving issues  

where staff have been in limbo for 20, and even 40 years.  We 

did not pass the buck rather, have cleaned up the dirty  work 

of politicians who shamelessly circumvented public  service 

hiring protocols for selfish gain. They did not care  about the 

public purse; they apparently didn’t care about  stringing 

people along or the emotional and financial toll it  had taken 

on these employees who contributed to the delivery  of 

quality education in The Bahamas. They deserve better  and 

they shall get it. I trust soon that our HR Officers will  be able 

perform the other components of their mandate which  is, “IS 

TO ATTRACT, DEVELOP, AND MOTIVATE  STAFF TO 

SUCCEED IN THEIR DUTIES.  

Mr. Speaker, in just a few weeks, the Ministry will hire a  



cohort of All-Purpose Workers who will be posted in MOE  

schools throughout the country. These workers will in the  

first instance support the safety measures in our schools and  

allow our administrators and security officers to do their  

respective jobs. They will also be required to fill HR deficits 

on the various campuses where they are posted. We  

recognize that the Pandemic is not over and that we still need  

to exercise continued caution to minimize risks to students  

and staff on our campuses. These workers are necessary to  

conduct temperature checks, ensure students are masked,  

maintain social distance, and follow any other protocols  

prescribed by the Ministry of Health.   

Mr. Speaker, this is a well-thought-out recruitment drive  

precipitated by the climate in which we live today. We  

cannot place the responsibility of maintaining safety  

protocols on already overburdened teachers, administrators  

and security personnel. The All-Purpose Workers Will 

Education’s equivalence of the COVID Police to the Royal  

Bahamas Police Force. These workers will move between  

campuses as required.   



TEACHER CADET PROGRAMME  

For the past twenty-six years, The Teacher Cadet Programme  

has ushered in a new generation of educators by recruiting  

students in grades 10 – 12 in public and independent schools  

across the archipelago. Since 2017, the programme has  

flourished in 32 schools on twelve islands across the  

archipelago and two hundred and twenty-eight students have  

successfully completed the three-year curriculum and have  

graduated. During this same period, twenty-four programme  

graduates have completed their studies at the University of  

The Bahamas and are now teachers in our school system. An  

additional forty-one graduates of the programme are currently  

enrolled at the University, and twenty-four hope to join them  

this year. Many of these graduates have admitted that their  

commitment to pursuing a teaching career was nurtured and  

reinforced as a result of their membership in the Teacher  

Cadet Programme. In 2020, the programme celebrated  

twenty-five years. Within the boundaries of a streamlined  

budget necessitated by the global pandemic, the programme  

was still able to thrive during the 2020-2021 academic year,  



facilitating one hundred thirty-seven students at twenty-seven  

schools on twelve islands across the archipelago. Over the  

past six months, more than six additional schools on our  

family islands have expressed a desire to begin, or to  

reintroduce the programme to support many high school  

students who have a keen interest in teaching as their career of 

choice. The Teacher Cadet Programme is poised to  embrace 

these students and their teachers as well as the fifty-one 

students that will return to the programme next year. The  

programme remains committed to introducing new cohorts of  

students to this noble profession; and with the necessary  

funding, will continue to carry out its mission: Inspiring  

tomorrow’s teachers today.   

Technical Cadet Corp Programme (TCCP)  

Mr. Speaker, I continue to express my passion for the  

advancement of technical training and education as it is  

undeniably a vehicle to independence. I would hope that at  

this point the once twisted perception of technical careers is  

being dispelled; particularly during this era in which such  



professions are in such great demand. These are the  

professions of the 21st century, those which are spurred by  

innovation, inventiveness, independence, innate skill, and  

discipline. This is why it is critically important to continue   

and to expand programmes which provide opportunities for  

students to explore these fields.  

The Technical Cadet Corps Program (T.C.C.P) is one  

such programme. It is an afterschool programme that  

introduces students of grades ten through twelve, to High  

Level Technology and Engineering careers. More  

specifically, the programme is designed to identify, recruit,  

and train students who show some degree of interest and  

proficiency in technically related fields, firstly within the  

sponsoring corporations, but also skills transferable to the  

wider industry needs of The Bahamas. The intended outcome  

includes early exposure for students who indicate interest and  

intention to pursue higher education in fields such as  

Engineering, Information Technology, Journalism,  

Architecture, and other high level technology fields related to  

careers at the sponsoring corporations and to creating options  



for non-college bound students.   

Mr. Speaker the programme for the past three years  

2017-2019 has shaped the lives of some three hundred  

fourteen (314) students in their career studies of technology  

and engineering. TCCP had many successes in aiding its  

students in identifying their career choices in these fields. The  

program has contributed tremendously to further educating its  

students in their chosen fields.   

Mr. Speaker such mentioned certifications as IC3, IT  

Fundamentals, A+, Microsoft MTA-98-388 Intro Java  

Programming, and CAD, total some thirteen thousand nine  

hundred and ninety-nine dollars ($13,990.00). The Bahamas  

Technical and Vocational Institute along with the University  

of The Bahamas have worked hand in hand with the  

Technical Cadet Corps Programme in offering its students  

who would have attained a ‘C’ grade in BGCSE English and  

Mathematics the opportunity to advance in the Dual  
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Enrolment Programme at BTVI and Jumpstart Programmes  



at UB. The results of these programmes have proven  

favourable for TCCP students. Expenditure for the  

government for such amounted in some thirty-three thousand  

six hundred and five dollars ($33,605.00). Students were also  

OSHA certified as a result of the Dual Enrollment.   

Additionally, students were also exposed to the workings  

of the corporations as a result of the Summer Work  

Experience Programme. Twelfth grade students (3rd Year)  

were given the opportunity based on their G.P.A. to acquire  

those hands-on experiences and workings of the various 

career  opportunities within the sponsoring corporations.   

Currently parents are much concerned as to continued  

success of the programme and the way forward. The  

programme is highly complimented for its successes in  

assisting students in the career choices in the technical and  

engineering fields. Students have gained a wealth of  

knowledge as a result of their involvement in the programme.  

However, educating our students has become a continued  

and tremendous challenge as a result of the COVID-19  

pandemic. This afterschool programme has proven to be an  



essential part of aiding students in exploring the  

technical/engineering fields. As a result of such it is  

recommended that a virtual classroom platform be  

implemented for the Technical Cadet Programme becoming a  

part of its instructional module.   

EXAMINATION & ASSESSMENT   

Mr. Speaker, some of the most unsettling effects of the  

pandemic were felt in relation to the 2020 national high  

school examinations. The routine schedule was interrupted,  

and adjustments had to be made from every angle. BGCSE  

examinations which would have normally started between  

May and June were pushed to July 13th; but the exams were  

abruptly suspended on July 21st due to the rise in COVID-19  

cases. The BGCSE examination resumed on September 14th  

and was completed on October 6th. Meanwhile the BJC  

examination was held from September 14th to September  

29th.   

The number of candidates writing the BGCSE  Examination 

was lower than in previous years due to the fact  that a 

number of candidates had already entered tertiary  



institutions while some opted not to write the examination.   

Mr. Speaker, the Grade Level Assessment Test for  

grades 3 and 6 were not administered in 2020.  

An awards presentation was held on April 26th, 2021, for 

the  Most Outstanding Students in the 2020 BJC and 

BGCSE  examinations.   

Allow me to highlight our top performers:  

1. Kamori Sawyer of Queens’s College received the Paul  

Adderley Award for the Most Outstanding Performance in 

the BGCSE  

2. Caroll Hanna Award for Best Overall  BGCSE 

Performance an Independent Schools – 13 A’s 2. Chardonnay 

Garrick of C.R. Walker Senior High for  Most Outstanding 

Government School Performance – 5A’s,  1B, 1C  

3. Cherkadin Wells of Queen’s College for Most  

Outstanding BJC Performance & Best Overall Performance  

in Independent Schools – 12A’s  

4. Kerrine Simeon of C.H. Reeves Junior High for Best  

BJC Performance in Government Schools – 10A’s 



 5. Stephanardo Rolle of H.O. Nash Junior High School  for 

Best Overall BJC Performance by a Male in Government  

Schools – 9A’s 2B’s  

Mr. Speaker I would like to point out the fact that there were  

so many students who performed well on these exams, and  

there were those who gave it their best shot amid the  

challenging circumstances. If the Ministry had reneged on its  

word to conduct 2020 examinations, these students would  

have been robbed of an opportunity to prove to themselves  

that they are winners; and winners in the sense that despite  

life’s hardships they can say, “I will not give up. I will not  

live my life based on excuses; instead, I will rise above my  

circumstances!” These students were given an opportunity to   

discover the power of resilience that lies within them.  Mr. 

Speaker, the Ministry has no regrets. We are glad  that we did 

not listen to self-serving naysayers, who had  nothing to lose 

if the National Examinations were cancelled.  The decision to 

hold exams was not an easy one. We  understand that there 

there was a lot of anxiety and stress; but  life has shown us 



that some of the greatest victories are won  through trials.  

And on that note Mr. Speaker, we are pleased to confirm  

that the 2021 sitting of the national examinations, inclusive of  

the Grade Level Assessment Tests are underway and we are  

cautiously optimistic that we will be able to complete this  

year’s sitting without any major delays. 

Staff  

Currently, there is a shortage of staff at The Examination and  

Assessment Division, mainly due to retirements and death.  

As the replacement of staff is critical to the continued success  

and survival of the Division, vacant posts will be advertised  

shortly. I thank the Examination Team led by ADE Evelyn  

Sawyer for their commitment to the nation’s youth. They are  

unsung heroes and, are passionate about their craft. I invite  

members of the work to engage these professionals on any  

issues relative to the National Examinations. You will  

immediately discover that their professionalism is  

undergirded with passion and integrity.   

Training  



In November 2020 a new contract was signed with  

Cambridge International Examinations. Built into this  

contract are provisions for at least two training sessions to be  

conducted by personnel from Cambridge International. It is  

important for new and current officers to ensure that them  
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skills in assessment development and administration keep  

pace with international standards. During February – April  

this year, two training sessions were completed by a  

Cambridge Trainer for examination personnel. These virtual  

sessions were well received by participants. In addition to  

the sessions by Cambridge, training sessions will also be  

conducted by local staff.   

SCHOLARSHIP & EDUCATIONAL LOANS Mr. Speaker, 

during the period between 2017-2020 the  government, 

through the Scholarship and Educational Loan  Division, has 

provided pathways to higher education for over  2,000 

Bahamian recipients, totaling a government  contribution of 

some 45 million dollars toward post-secondary educational 



attainment.  

The Scholarship Division has secured relationships with  

more than 30 international colleges and universities – 

institutions that have all committed to offering tuition waivers  

and discounts to any Bahamian student who has been  

accepted to attend.   

In 2018, The Division launched a multi-faceted public  

relations campaign to ensure that the public possessed the  

necessary tools to access the governments’ scholarship  

offerings. Officers visited every public senior high school in  

New Providence, more than ten private high schools and a  

number of constituencies throughout the capital. The launch  

of the new website –www.scholarshipsbahamas.com - along  

with the Divisions social media pages, billboards, pamphlets,  

bookmarks, signs and commercials insured that when  

Scholarship officers were not able to physically reach the  

public, everyone concerned would still have access to the  

relevant information.  

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION’S BURSARY UNIT  The 



Unit was previously responsible for the processing of  

students who had applied to the University of The Bahamas  

for entry and ensuring that their fees were paid. Since the  

fall of 2018, as we all know, ALL students entering UB who  

meet the criteria are awarded a full government scholarship.  

Hence, there is no longer a need for the Unit to assist UB  

with the processing of applicants and ensuring scholarships.   

Mr. Speaker, let me remind all that the requirement for  

acceptance into UB is 5 BGCSE subjects including Math and  

English Language at Grade ’C’ or above. Since fall of 2019  

the unit’s function has been to assist Teacher Education  

students with Education stipends & 2/3 Scholarship Grants.  

Due to COVID19, two virtual interview sessions had to  

be scheduled for new applicants applying for the Teacher’s  

stipend. Firstly, there were students who had pre-qualified  

and those who were awaiting exam results to be approved.  

All interviews were done via zoom in adherence to health  

protocols. The files for teachers currently on teaching  

practice were pulled with bond documents and sent for  

approval.  



Education Stipend:  
A monthly stipend of $475 is awarded to any UB student who  

meets the criteria for entry into the Bachelor of Education  

Programme. These students are also recipients of The  

Bahamas Government Scholarship Programme. There were  

220 recipients during the 2020-2021 academic -year, with  

funding totalling $104,500.00.  

2/3 Scholarship Grant:   

This is an assistance provided to Assistant Teachers and  

Teachers’ Aides who are trying to obtain a Diploma in  

Education or a bachelor’s degree in Education. The amount  

paid is based on the number of credits approved for each  

student. There are currently 108 students receiving the 2/3  

Scholarship Grant.  

PHYSICAL PLANT  

Mr. Speaker, the continuation of the Covid-19 pandemic has  

presented many challenges for us as a Ministry. We have  

implemented strategies in our schools that would keep our  

students and teachers safe so that the educational process may  
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continue. The washing and sanitization of hands and social  

distancing are encouraged and wearing of masks is  

mandatory. To assist in the sanitization process, training  

sessions for our Janitorial staff were conducted so that our  

facilities would be sanitized as much as humanly possible.  

All schools and satellite offices were provided with the  

necessary PPE’s, signage, thermometers for temperature  

readings, portable and fixed hand sanitizing stations and  

disinfectants. Where necessary, plexiglass sneeze guards  

were installed to protect staff in high traffic areas.   

Mr. Speaker, with regard to the maintenance of our Physical  

Plant, once again Covid -19 has wreaked havoc with our  

completion timelines for several of our school repair projects.  

To date, for the fiscal year 2020-2021, we have spent a total  

of $39,186,457.95 on school repairs - $26,300,000.00 in New  

Providence, $6,487,750.85 in Grand Bahama, $4,252,107.10  

in Abaco, and $2,146,600.00 in the Family Islands. As we are  

all aware, Grand Bahama and Abaco suffered and are still  
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suffering from the aftereffects of Hurricane Dorian in August  

2019. We are eternally grateful to the many NGO’s who  

assisted us in the rebuilding process and some who continue  

to assist us. I must say a special thank you to those who came  

forward to assist with the reconstruction and rebuilding of our  

schools.  

Mr. Speaker, for this Fiscal Year, 2021-2022, we have  

budgeted $20,000,000 for school repairs, inclusive of  

$6,000,000.00 for critical structural repairs in five (5) of our  

New Providence schools and $2,000,000.00 for Family Island  

schools and cottages. We intend to break ground during the  

third quarter of this year on two new comprehensive schools - 

one in Matthew Town, Inagua, and the other in High Rock,  

East Grand Bahama. The East End Grand Bahama  

Comprehensive School will replace the Sweeting’s Cay  

Primary School, the McClean’s Town Jr. High School, The  

High Rock Primary School and the Freetown Pre-School,  

which were all severely damaged by Hurricane Dorian. It is  
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estimated that when completed these two schools would have  

cost the government in the neighbourhood of $15,000,000.00.  

Mr. Speaker, the aging process is beginning to take its  toll 

on our Physical Plant. Within the past three years, we  have 

had to address a myriad of serious structural defects at  

various schools, some which were clearly visible and some  

which were revealed when addressing what we thought were  

minor repair issues. As a result, decisions will have to be  

made in the near future with regard to the building of new  

schools, both here in the capital and the Family Islands.  

BTVI   

The Bahamas Technical & Vocational Institute (BTVI) is  

moving aggressively to address the country’s skills gap,  

which many Bahamian employers surveyed in 2019, noted as  

a major deficiency among job seekers. Not only technical  

skills, but soft skill as well as literacy and numeracy. 

Thankfully Mr. Speaker, this need is being addressed at  



our tertiary level institutions whose partnerships we deeply  

value. When the government waived tuition at UB and BTVI  

in 2018, students appear to have taken notice, at this led to  

subsequent increases in enrolment. 6,000 students are  

currently enrolled at BTVI; and because of the pandemic the  

move to virtual learning resulted in more online courses as  

well as blended instruction serving ALL islands.   

Mr. Speaker, BTVI has developed platforms for certified  

virtual instruction nationwide enabling students to acquire  

global certifications including CompTIA, Cisco, National  

Center for Construction Education & Research-NCCER, City  

and Guilds, Microsoft and other international certifications.  

Regarding NCCER, last year 88 trainers in the Bahamas  

were certified and 80 Ministry of Education teachers were  

certified last month. The teachers will deliver Dual  

Enrollment in high schools. This essentially means that high  

school students are being taught BTVI courses while in high  

school. 
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Additionally, 600 adults nationally were certified via  



virtual classes since September and 800 students and adults  

are to be certified by summer, including 200 fully certified as  

trainer (craftsmen). Meantime, the more than $700 invested  

in NCCER certified labs for practical skills training should be  

installed nationwide this summer.  

Turning to technology and digitization, BTVI’s ICT  

dual enrolment for 10th-12th graders now includes more  

than 400 students. It is pleasing to note that the first cohort  

will graduate this summer with many of them earning some  

30 college credits and several international certifications.  

Thankfully, many of them have had early acceptance to  

colleges based on credits already earned. Mr. Speaker, that is  

worthy of commendation - clear evidence of increased access  

to an equitable education – evidence of a country determined  

to substantially decrease the skills deficit in an effort to  

advance our nation. 
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Regarding short courses on learning and teaching online,  I 



am proud to state that 203 MOE teachers were trained in  

2020 and 200 more are scheduled for training this summer.  

BTVI on Grand Bahama  

Repairs and improvements to campuses are ongoing. We  

are also introducing a Youth-At-Risk diploma programme  

with funding assistance from the Commonwealth of Learning  

who co-partnered to develop five entry level BTVI online  

courses.  

Aiming to fill employment needs in The Bahamas other  

courses offered at BTVI include environmental, medical and  

certified solar technicians as well as a certified City and  

Guilds Tourism diploma being offered this summer.   

The overall aim on Grand Bahamas is to improve the  

operations and facilities on the major campuses; establish a  

Center for Online and Distance Education. 
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complete three more articulation agreements with US based  



schools; and to direct students interested in studying in the  

US, to BTVI’s USA Education Centre.   

UNIVERSITY OF THE BAHAMAS  

In 2018, this FNM guaranteed all full-time UB students’ 

free  tuition – a first in Bahamian education history, and a 

major  plank in our manifesto.  

When the global pandemic hit The Bahamas in early  

2020, the 2019-2020 Budget for the University, like ALL  

state-supported agencies, institutions and organizations, was  

cut by 20-22%. This cut in budget was realized by defunding  

all face-to-face activities and moving to remote operations  

and teaching. The Government Subvention to the University  

for 2019-2020 was $29,771,269. Additionally, the  

Government Tertiary Education Grant was increased to  

$18,500,000.  

Mr. Speaker, I commend the faculty and staff of the  

University for remaining vigilant in the quest to provide the  
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very highest quality tertiary education to its students and the  



wider community. It is notable that plans continued for full  

implementation of the recently approved University Strategic  

Plan 2019-2024; and all newly approved graduate  

programmes were delivered in the virtual environment and  

proceeded without interruption.   

While also recovering from the loss of a campus due to  

Hurricane Dorian, the University’s leadership under the  

guidance of the Board of Trustees, worked in earnest to  

secure what remained of the University of The Bahamas  

North Campus, while exploring various options for the  

campus rebuild and or relocation.   

It was indicated in early 2021, that The Bahamas should  not 

expect a full recovery until the year 2024 and that every  

effort must be made to do more with less. The University of  

The Bahamas, therefore, with the support of the faculty and  

staff, has committed to doing more in 2021-2022 fiscal year,  

with no increase in budget over the previous year. In 2021- 
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2022, the University will double its efforts in striving to  



attain international accreditation while meeting the strategic  

goals and objectives of the 2019-2024 University Strategic  

Plan.   

The University, however, after running two successful  

fundraising campaigns before and during the pandemic, one  

in support of UB-North after hurricane Dorian and the other  

to support students lacking technology, will increase and  

expand its international fundraising efforts in the 2021-2022  

academic year. Two foundations to support education at UB  

have been established, one in the United States and the other  

in Canada. The most recently established is the UB US Tax 

Exempt Foundation based in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.  

It is also noteworthy that the University has also  

significantly increased its research and funded grants  

activities. This year alone, increases have been realized in  

excess of $3M while surpassing the numbers of faculty and  

student publications, either in peer-reviewed journals, or in  
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the form of textbooks or book chapters. There is no question  



that UB is continuing to increase its revenue sources while  

providing vital services to Government and the wider  

community. This is clearly demonstrated by the University’s  

initiatives in digitization, while going paperless, as well as  

research grants and MOUs funded by the Government,  

through the Inter-American Development Bank, or in  

partnership with other organizations.   

Mr. Speaker, the University of The Bahamas is  

traversing the course of becoming a truly global institution.  

Today, faculty members from all five continents are lecturing  

at UB. Students from over eighteen (18) countries and every  

island throughout the archipelago are enrolled in degree  

programmes at the University.  

What has definitely increased access to UB Mr. Speaker,  

is the implementation of the Government’s Tertiary  

Education Grant programme, allowing for paid tuition and  

fees for qualified Bahamian students enrolled full-time at the  
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University-this in addition to the Housing Allowance for  



students from the Family Islands.  

In the first year of the Grant, which was 2019-2020, just  over 

Three-Thousand students, enrolled full-time and took  

advantage of this opportunity. In its second year, 2020-2021,  

that number grew to over Three-Thousand Five Hundred.  

Mr. Speaker, this is evidence of the advancement of  

education in our beloved country.  

NATIONAL SCHOOL FEEDING UNIT  

The National School Lunch Programme was envisioned as a  

safety net for Bahamian students and continues to function in  

that vein. Currently there are twenty-six thousand seven  

hundred & fifty-five (26,755) students enrolled. There were  

twelve thousand seven hundred &fifty-five (12,755) on the  

family Islands and fourteen thousand (14,000) in New  

Providence during the period 2017- 2021. 
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The unit has facilitated and participated in a variety of  



initiatives:  

As a result of the COVID – 19 pandemic’s suspensions 

of  face-to-face instruction the Ministry of Education under 

the  advice of yours truly implemented a system to have the  

nutritional needs of students enrolled in the National School  

Lunch Programme met. This was executed through the  

distribution of meal & food store vouchers. This relief effort  

was distributed in three phases during the months March – 

June 2020 with a total value of eight hundred seventy-three  

thousand five hundred five dollars ($873,505.00). Ministry of  

Education’s National School Feeding Programme Food  

Handlers were assisted with a stimulus package total value  

five hundred forty thousand six hundred dollars  

($540,600.00).  

The National School Feeding Unit proposes to facilitate a  

Food Handlers Symposium at the University of The  

Bahamas, Culinary Hospitality Management Institute in 

June. 


